
list of emotions 
 

abandoned courageous foolish lost secure 
abused cowardly forced lousy self-assured 
accepting creative forgiven loved sensitive 
accepted crushed forgotten loving serious 
adored curious forlorn lowly shaky 
afflicted cursed forsaken lucky shy 
afraid caring fortunate mad sick 
aggressive dazed fragile melancholy skeptical 
alarmed defeated frantic merry smart 
alert defenseless free miserable sneaky 
alienated defensive frightened misinformed sorrowful 
alone dejected frisky mistreated sorry 
amazed delighted frustrated misunderstood spirited 
amused demoralized glad mortified spiteful 
angry dependent gleeful motivated strong 
anguished depressed grateful mournful strong-willed 
animated desolate great naughty stupid 
annoyed despairing grieved negative submissive 
anxious desperate guarded neglected successful 
apathetic despicable guilty nervous sulky 
appalled despised happy neutral superior 
apologetic despondent hateful nonchalant supported 
appreciated destroyed healed numb surprised 
argumentative determined heartbroken obsessed suspicious 
aroused devious helpless offended sympathetic 
arrogant diminished hesitant optimistic tearful 
ashamed dirty hopeful overwhelmed tenacious 
assertive disabled hopeless overjoyed tense 
assured disappointed horrified panicked terrified 
astonished disillusioned hostile paralyzed thankful 
awkward disgusted humiliated passionate thoughtful 
bashful dismayed hungry passive threatened 
beautiful distracted hurt pathetic thrilled 
betrayed distressed hysterical peaceful timid 
bewildered disturbed ignored perplexed tired 
bitter dominated important pessimistic tormented 
blessed doomed impulsive plain tortured 
blissful doubtful incapable playful ugly 
boastful drained incompetent pleased uncertain 
bold dull indecisive possessive uncomfortable 
bored eager indifferent powerless understood 
bothered ecstatic indignant preoccupied uneasy 
brave elated inefficient prepared unhappy 
broken embarrassed inferior pressured uninterested 
bubbly empowered infatuated proud unpleasant 
bummed empty injured provocative unprotected 
burdened encouraged irrational provoked unsafe 
calm energetic insensitive puzzled unsettled 
capable enlightened inspired reassured unsure 
cautious enlivened insulted rebellious upbeat 
certain enraged interested refreshed upset 
chastened enthusiastic intolerant regretful useless 
cheerful envious irritated rejected valuable 
cherished esteemed jealous rejuvenated vibrant 
chill exasperated joyful relaxed victimized 
chirpy excited jubilant relieved vivacious 
cocky exhausted judged reluctant vulnerable 
comfortable exploited kind resentful weak 
comforted exposed lazy respected weary 
complicated fatigued liberated restless woeful 
concerned fearful lifeless righteous wonderful 
confident feisty listless sad worried 
confused festive lively satisfied worthless 
content flirtatious livid scared worthy 
controlled flustered lonely scattered wronged 


